
TATA STEEL UTILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES LIMITED 
 

Communication Guidelines for Social Media 

In view of the COVID-19 situation, we, at Tata Steel Utilities and Infrastructure Services Limited, are exercising extreme 
caution. The health and safety of our stakeholders and the larger ecosystem is of paramount importance. 

The Company has put in place several proactive measures to deal with COVID-19 and is following national government's 
guidance relating to social distancing and other instructions related to the pandemic. 

In this hour of crisis, we urge all our employees to practice social distancing in real life and professional conduct on 
social media. Each of our employees are brand custodians and therefore we need to be extra cautious and mindful 
when we engage in any discourse on social media. It is incumbent on each of us to behave responsibly both online and 
offline. 

Principles and guidelines that apply to employee's activities in general, as found in the Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC), 
also apply to employees' online activity and behaviour. In case of any confusion or lack of clarity, it is best to refrain 
and seek advice of the management. 

In this context, please be guided by below mentioned pointers as also aligned with the Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC): 

General guidelines on social conduct 
 We encourage employees to use social media to gain knowledge, drive meaningful conversations, amplify 

brand messaging in the capacity of brand advocates and more. However, it is also incumbent on the employees 
to exhibit transparent, mature and responsible behaviour. 

 Please do not engage in sharing information without checking its source and reliability. Not everything you see 
online - social media or WhatsApp etc., should be taken at its face value; instead it is imperative that you do a 
fact-check on every piece of information you consume or disseminate. 

 Employees will need to exercise personal responsibility whenever they are participating in social media. They 
will be held accountable for information shared on social media. 

 Employees must not disclose or publish Company's proprietary information or that of any person or 
company on social media. 

 Employees must not cite or reference co-workers, online audience, clients, agencies, business partners, 
suppliers etc. or any associated engagement details without their approval. Please respect and ensure privacy. 
 Refrain from topics which are objectionable or inflammatory. 

 Be the first to respond to your own mistakes. If you make an error, admit it and correct it quickly. If you chose 
to modify your post, make it clear that you have done so. 

 If you come across any content that you feel needs to be reported, please write to the corporate 
communication department. 

Contact details (Sukanya Das I Email: sukanyadas@tatasteel.com I M: 9234554552) 

 
 
 

 



Communication guidelines for COVID-19 

 Follow guidelines and ins ructions issued by the government, district administration and the Company on social 
distancing and other safety measures. 

 Verify every forward, every post/tweet, every WhatsApp message, every story to stop the flow of misleading 
information. Please ensu e you only share COVID-19 related information centrally issued by corporate 
communication if at all you must or need to. Sharing of pics and videos of company plant premises, employee 
pics within premises is strictly prohibited. 

Please do not share any official communication (circulars, official emails, leadership messaging etc.) on COVID-19 
with journalists r on social media. 

 Beware of rumours, fake news, deceptive arguments, misinformation on the subject getting circulated, please do 
not share or fuel such incorrect or misleading conversations. 

 Please do not name or shame people who are providing us with essential services such as doctors, 
civic amenities providers, etc. Do not publish or fuel any negative sentiment against them as it will 
only lead to animosity they face in person. 

 Please do not participate i any conversation or share any information which is not in the Nation's interest and 
can lead to chaos and onfusion or disrupt the law and order situation. 

 For any media query/request seeking perspective, views, news or confirmation of any information on COVID19, 
please route it to the corporate communications department. Please do not participate in any conversation 
with media. 

 In case you observe anything objectionable on social media and WhatsApp, please bring it to the notice of 
corporate communication mmediately for further action. 

 Employees who violate an of the laid communication guidelines will attract disciplinary action. 
 For any query or clarification, please connect and consult corporate communication department, the nodal 

department authorised to ommunicate on the subject. 

 

Tarun Daga 

Managing Director 

 


